Motion planning is a major problem in robotics. The objective is to plan a collision-free path for a robot moving through a workspace populated with obstacles. In this paper, we present a fast and practical algorithm for moving a convex polygonal robot among a set of polygonal obstacles with translations and rotations. The running time is O(c((n + k)N + n log n)), where c is a parameter controlling the precision of the results, n is the total number of obstacle vertices, k is the number of intersections of configuration space obstacles, and N is the number of obstacles, decomposed into convex objects. This work builds upon the slabbing method proposed by Ahrikencheikh et al. [2] , which finds an optimal motion for a point among a set of nonoverlapping obstacles. Here, we extend the slabbing method to the motion planning of a convex polygonal robot with translations and rotations, which also allows overlapping configuration space obstacles. This algorithm has been fully implemented and the experimental results show that it is more robust and faster than other approaches. 
Introduction
1.1 Background. Configuration space methods are commonly used in motion planning algorithms [6] . Those regions of the configuration space which are not reachable by a robot are referred to as configuration space obstacles (also called Cspace obstacles). The complement of the C-space obstacles is the collision-free configuration space FP. Let A,, . . . , Aw be A^ convex polygonal obstacles, and let 5 be a convex robot, the C-space obstacles can be obtained by the IVIinkowski difference of A, andB, A, -B = [a -b\a e At, b & B], i = \ . . . N [4] . Thus, the motion planning problem can be reduced to moving a point among the C-space obstacles.
Hierarchical approximate cell decomposition is a popular approach for configuration space path planning. The configuration space is recursively divided into rectangloid cells with edges parallel to the axes of the space. Each cell is labeled ElVIPTY, FULL or MIXED, depending on whether its interior lies entirely outside, inside or the interior points both inside and outside of C-space obstacles respectively. The connectivity graph is then searched to find a path. Zhu and Latombe speed up the algorithm by using a "constraint reformulation" approach [11] . Barbehenn and Hutchinson improve the algorithm by using a dynamically maintained single-source shortest path tree [ 3 ] .
Vleugels et al. combine neural network and deterministic techniques to solve this problem [10] .
Ahrikencheikh and Seireg construct a 2D passage network by using a horizontal slicing technique to determine the optimal and conforming motion for a point in a constrained plane [1] . Their algorithm slices the free space by non-increasing y-coordinate order of the obstacle vertices, and then constructs the passage network by connecting the mid-points of the adjacent gates (see Fig. 1 ). From the passage network, it finds the optimum conforming path. The algorithm allows non-convex but nonoverlapping obstacles. To handle the problem of moving a convex polygonal robot with rotation, those researchers construct the passages on the edges of approximate polyhedral Cspace obstacles. First, they compute approximate polyhedral Cspace obstacles. Next, they construct the passage network on the convex edges of the polyhedra. Those edges are the ' 'gates" of the possible passages. Then, they unfold the surfaces of the polyhedra onto planes to construct the shortest path. The algorithm takes 0{n^) time to find an optimized path. If there are many obstacles in the environment, this algorithm will become extremely complicated and difficult to implement.
Overview of This Work.
The algorithm proposed in this paper is built upon the slabbing method proposed by Ahrikencheikh et al. [2] , which finds an optimal motion for a point among a set of nonoverlapping obstacles. Here, we extend the slabbing method to the motion planning of a convex polygonal robot with translations and rotations, which also allows overlapping C-space obstacles.
The contour is the boundary of the union of a set of intersected C-space obstacles. For example, the contour of the environment in Fig. 2 is shown in Fig. 3 . Successive configuration spaces are computed for every 8 radians of angular rotation spanning from -7r/2 to 7r/2. Each 6 is referred to as a rotation interval, and the successive configuration spaces are referred to as rotation levels. The remaining orientations are symmetric to the range nJl] , and therefore need not be considered. The individual configuration spaces are then related to one another by a heuristic called proper rotation links that exploits spatial coherence to construct a 3D network.
The algorithm first finds the contour of intersected C-space obstacles and the associated passage network for each rotation level by slabbing the collision-free space. Second, each rotation level is connected to the adjacent levels by proper rotation links. Then, Dijkstra's algorithm is used to search for the shortest path in the 3D network. Finally, the path is projected onto the plane to show its locus. This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the data structures and the vector representations used by the algorithm. Section 3 presents the algorithm for finding the contour of the intersected C-space obstacles and the algorithm for slabbing FP. Section 4 describes and analyzes the algorithm for constructing the 3D passage network. Section 5 gives the implementation results and comparisons of our algorithm with others. Finally, section 6 gives conclusions. The edges in this C-space obstacle corresponding to the bounding box are ordered clockwise. The edges in other Cspace obstacles are ordered counterclockwise. Target vertices and target edges are the vertices and edges currently under consideration. The vertex information, including the data on the vertices in C-space obstacles and the intersections of the Cspace obstacles, is stored in an array vinfo. Array vinfo contains the fields vfront, vback, vleft, vright, efront, eback, eleft, and eright which contain the information corresponding to its front vertex, its back vertex, its left vertex, its right vertex, its front edge, its back edge, its left edge, and its right edge, respectively, which is based on the data structure developed by Ahrikencheikh and Seireg [1] . Besides the above fields, one Boolean field oncontour is needed, which indicates whether the target vertex is on the contour or not. The edge information is stored in an array einfo, which contains the fields vtop, vbottom, and object. These contain the information corresponding to the edge's top vertex, i.e. the vertex with higher y-coordinate, its bottom vertex, i.e. the vertex with lower y-coordinate, and the index of the object which the edge belongs to, respectively. The index of an edge vector is the same as the index of its start vertex.
Since the C-space obstacles might intersect, each edge needs a linked list ptonEdge to store its intersection information. The first element of the list is the highest vertex of the edge, and the last element is its lowest vertex. For example, in Figure 2 , edge 17 has two intersection points, i andy, so the intersection information for edge 17 is ptonEdge [17]: 12 <=>('** 7 ** 17.
For a given edge E with top vertex (xi, yi) and bottom vertex {x2, yt), a given point Pix, y) is in the positive jc-direction of E if the cross product {x -X2, y -yi) ® {x\ -xi, yi -^2) Fig. 2 The passage network for a single level is positive; otherwise point P is in the negative x-direction of£.
All the vertices in C-space obstacles are sorted by nonincreasing y-coordinate order and their indices are inserted in this order into a linked list ylist. The field of the node in ylist containing the index of a vertex is referred to as vindex. The edges in the current slab are stored in eInCurrentSlab. The field of the node in eInCurrentSlab containing the index of an edge is referred to as eindex.
Finding the Contour and Slabbing the Free Space
In this paper, the contour of a set of intersected C-space obstacles is constructed by using a slabbing technique (somewhere referred to as line sweeping), which takes 0{{n + k)N) time, where n is the total number of obstacle vertices, k is the number of intersections, and A' is the number of obstacles decomposed into convex objects. The slabbing technique is used 2 instead of Sharir's 0(n log «) algorithm [9] , for two reasons. First, the method is simple, as shown by its extensive use in solving geometric intersection problems [7] [8] . Second, the passage network construction is itself based on slabbing, and thus the contour construction can be conveniently carried out simultaneously. Experiments show that finding the contours with this method takes less than 1% of the total running time.
Since the passage network is constructed in FP, the descriptions for the contour should be found first. However, some vertices of the contour are from the C-space obstacles, e.g., vertices 11, 6, 7, etc. in Figure 3 , while others are from the intersections of the C-space obstacles, e.g., vertices q,j, k, etc., and the contour may contain several disjoint regions. In order to find all the vertices and their adjacency relations on the contour, the edges in eInCurrentSlab, the intersection information in ptonEdge, and the vertex information in vinfo need to be updated during the slicing.
Updating the Edges in the Current Slab.
When FP is sliced, for a given target vertex, we examine if there is any edge adjacent to the target vertex and below the horizontal slicing line. If so, the edge is inserted into eInCurrentSlab. If there is any edge adjacent to the target vertex and above the horizontal slicing line, then the edge is deleted from eInCurrentSlab.
If the inserted edge intersects any edges currently in eInCurrentSlab, the intersection point is inserted into a list intlist ordered by nonincreasing y-coordinate. The slabbing procedure slices FP from top to bottom according to the vertices merged from ylist and intlist.
Updating the Intersection Information and Vertex Information.
If an intersection point is on the contour, the intersection information ptonEdge of the two intersected edges and the vertex information vinfo about the vertices on the two edges will be updated. If the intersection point is not on the contour, there is no need to update this information. Four intersection cases are shown in Fig. 4 . The bold segments in Fig. 4 are the portions on the boundaries of the contour, in which the intersection point is on the contour.
For case 1 (resp. case 3) of Fig. 4 , there will be a slice that goes from the intersection point to the closest right (resp. left) edge. Case 2 and case 4 are degenerate cases with no slicing. For example. In Fig. 2 , when the slicing goes down to vertex 4, edge 3 is inserted into elnCurrentSlab and edge 4 is deleted from the list. Edge 3 is tested for intersection with edges 19 and 17 at A: and / respectively in the current slab, so k andy are stored in intlist. When the slabbing procedure goes down to point k, point k is tested to determine if it is on the contour. Since point k is on the contour, it is now necessary to determine what kind of intersection it is, and it is found to be a case 2 intersection. The front vertex of vertex 3 is then updated from vertex 4 to vertex k, the back vertex of vertex fc is 3, the front vertex of k is 20, and the back vertex of 20 is updated from 19 to k. The intersection information for edge 3 becomes ptonEdge [3] : 4 •» A: ** 3. After the updating, vertex k is deleted from intlist.
When the slabbing procedure goes down to pointy, pointy is tested to determine if it is on the contour. Since pointy is on the contour and it is a case 1 intersection, there is a slice from vertex j to its closest right edge 19. The front vertex of 17 becomes/', the back vertex ofy is 17, the front vertex ofj is k, and the back vertex of k is updated from 3 toy. The intersection information for edge 3 becomes ptonEdge [3] : 4 <=* ^ ** y <=> 3. All the update for one target vertex takes only constant time.
Finding the Contour and Slicing tlie Free Space.
Since the obstacles are convex "closed loops," each object in the current slab contributes two edges to elnCurrentSlab. Thus, if there are A' obstacles, there are at most 2N edges in elnCurrentSlab. For a given target vertex in ylist or intlist, and two given edges in elnCurrentSlab which belong to the same Cspace obstacle O,, if the target vertex is in the positive xdirection of both edges or in the negative x-direction of both edges, this vertex is outside of O,. On the other hand, if the target vertex is in the positive j:-direction of one edge and in the negative ;ic-direction of another edge, this vertex is inside O,, and thus it is not on the contour.
The following algorithm tests whether the target vertex is on the contour. If the target vertex is in the positive z-direction of edge E and edge E belongs to object i, set obstacle [i] = pos; otherwise if the target vertex is in the negative A:-direction of edge E, set obstacle [i] = neg. Thus, procedure isonContour takes 0{N) time in the worst case to process a target vertex. If the target vertex is found to be on the contour, FP will be sliced by a horizontal line passing through that vertex. The slicing procedure partitions FP into several triangles or quadrilaterals, each of which is referred to as a cell. The boundaries of the cells which do not belong to any C-space obstacles are referred to as gates. There are at most four gates in one cell. The slicing procedure is described next.
Procedure isOnContour

Procedure ContourSlice
Input: Begin 1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
End;
target_vertex;
if targetjvertex is an intersection point then Update the intersection information (the information in ptonEdge) for the two edges, which intersect at target^vertex (as described in Section 3.2); Update the front and back vertex information for target_yertex and its neighbors (as described in Section 3.2); Slice FP by a horizontal slicing line passing through target_vertex; Update the intersection information (the information in ptonEdge) of target_vertex's closest edge(s), which the horizontal slicing line intersects with; Update the left and right vertex information for targetjvertex and the intersection (s) of the slicing line and target_vertex'& closest edge(s).
Procedure ContourSlice takes constant time.
The slabbing procedure proceeds according to non-increasing y-coordinate order of the merge of ylist and intlist. The whole horizontal slicing procedure is described as follows. (a) two adjacent levels (b) projection of the two levels onto the x-y plane
Fig, 5 Proper rotation linl<s
If the C-space obstacles do not intersect, the edges in elnCurrentSlab can be stored in a red-black tree structure to save computational time [1] . However, the edges in eInCurrentSlab may intersect, so they are just stored in a linked list.
Step 2 takes constant time to insert an edge but takes 0{N) time to delete an edge, so the total execution time for step 2 is 0{nN), since step 1 is repeated n times. It takes 0{N) time to find the intersections between each inserted edge and the edges in eInCurrentSlab. If there are any intersections, they are inserted into intlist by non-increasing ))-coordinate. Since the total number of intersections is k, there will be 0{k) elements in intlist at any time. If the elements in intlist are stored in a red-black tree, step 4 will take 0(log k) time for each insertion, for a total of 0(^ log k) time. Because k is bounded by A'^, this is 0{k\ogN).
Steps 6 and 7 take a total of 0{kN) time.
Step 8 takes 0{k log N) time. Steps 9 and 10 take O(nN) time. Summing up all the time bounds, we see that procedure Hslice takes 0((n + k)N) time.
The vertices on the contour are either the vertices of the Cspace obstacles or their intersections. Since procedure Hslice tests all the vertices to determine if they are on the contour, after finishing this procedure, the vertices whose oncontour fields are TRUE are the vertices on the contour.
The passage network for one orientation is constructed by connecting the mid-points of adjacent gates, which are the nodes of the network, as described by Ahrikencheikh and Seireg [1] ; this step is not described further here. The network construction procedure for a single level is called NetworkperLevel. Unlike the Ahrikencheikh and Seireg algorithm, we have no extra slices passing through the start and goal configurations. Instead, the start and goal configurations are connected to the nodes of the cell in which they are located (see Fig. 3 ). Since all C-space obstacles are closed convex sets, there are only 0{N) nonconvex corners on the contour [9] . Hence, the total number of vertices on the boundaries of the contour is 0{n). Thus, NetworkperLevel only takes 0{n) time, since it simply goes through the vertices of the contour and connects the nodes into a network. In Fig. 3 , the passage network is shown with bold links; dark circles are the nodes of the network.
Constructing the 3D Passage Network
The shape of the C-space obstacles changes with the rotation angle of the moving object. Our approach is to construct snapshots of the rotation levels for different angles, and to link the levels via proper rotation links.
Finding the Proper Rotation Linlcs.
If the reference point of the robot is placed at point Pi at level 0, the position of the robot is denoted as Pi(d). The free space for a given 6 is denoted by FP (6) . If the robot rotates from 9, to 62 at position Pi then translates to P2, the motion will be denoted as P, (61,) -> 7? -^ P,(6»2) ->• T^P2{02). If the motion is reversible, the symbol "«" is used.
Given adjacent levels 0| and 62, if the orientation interval is small enough, and supposing P is in both FP (9,) and FP(02) from the top view, then the robot will have a collision free motion P(6li) *^ R *^ P(6>2). However, if P is in PP(6>i) but not in FP(&2)> that means after the robot rotates from ^1 to ^2. position P will be inside some C-space obstacle. Thus, there will be colhsion if the robot has a motion P(6,) -* R-^ P(02). Figure 5 shows two adjacent rotation levels 6, and ^,+1. If the two levels are projected onto the x-y plane, node Pi (5,) is determined to be in the collision-free cell ii| H2i' 3W4 of level S,+i (See Fig. 4-(b) ). This means that if the robot is placed at Pi, it will have a collision-free rotation from S, to 9,+ i, and the robot can move from P](S,+i) to P2{9i+i) or P3(S,+i) without any collision after the rotation.
The motion that rotates the robot from 0, to 9,+i about P|, and then translates it to another place P2 is referred to as an RT motion, and the link connecting Pi{9i) and P2(0,+ ,) is referred to as an RT link. If the motion translates the robot first and then rotates it, the motion is referred to as a TR motion and the link a TR link. Notice that RT links and 77? links are directed. If P\{9i) to P2{9i+\) is an PT motion, there is no guarantee that there is a collision-free RT motion from P2(&,+i) to P\(9i); however, the reverse step, the 77? motion from P2(5,+ i) to Pi{9i), is safe. For example, in Fig. 5 , since Pi has been determined to be in one collision-free cell of level 6,+i, it will be joined via RT links to the nodes of cell 111V2II3U4, P2(6',+i) and P3(6',+i). However, P2(6i,+i) and P,(9i+i) will link to Pi(6»,) with TR links. If we link PiiB^) to Pi(6',) by an RT fink, it The procedure for constructing the 3D network is as follows. 
Implementation and Results
The algorithm has been implemented in C++ on a Silicon Graphics workstation using Open Inventor for graphics display and Xt/Motif for the graphical user interface. Figure 6(a) shows an obstacle environment with a rectangular robot at the center. Figure 6(b) is the top view of the 3D network. Figure  6 (c) is a close-up side view of the 3D network. Figure 6(d) shows the final collision-free path projected onto the x-y plane. In Fig. 7 , six environments taken from the literature are shown. Table I shows our work with the planners developed by Zhu and Latombe [11] , Barbehenn and Hutchinson [3] , and Vleugels et al. [10] . Execution times are affected by different implementations, platforms, and experimental conditions. Table I is an extension of the table given by ZL [11] and BH [3] . ZL and BH use the hierarchical approximate cell decomposition approach. The main step of that approach is recursively decomposing the 3D MIXED cells in (x, y, 9) . Unhke their approach, the cells generated by our path planner are all 2D EMPTY cells. Thus, we do not need the complicated procedure to recursively decompose the cells. This not only simplifies the implementation, but also facilitates efficient computation. VKO [10] obtain the times by averaging over 100 runs of their program, and the variation between the best result and the worst result is very large.
Conclusions
In this paper, an 0(c((n + k)N + n log n)) time algorithm is presented for planning a heuristic shortest path. A slabbing technique is used to find the contour of a set of intersected Cspace obstacles and a passage network for each rotation level. Successive orientation levels are connected by the proper rotation links to construct a directed 3D network. This algorithm is not only fast but also very straight-forward and easy to implement.
